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Objective
The project aims to create tool kit
for automatically performing anal-
ysis on POS and disfluency of the
dialogue transcripts with patho-
logic speech content.

Annotation Tools
Tools for annotation:

MELT: Tool for POS (Part-Of-Speech) and
lemma annotation.

Figure 1: Fragment of the output file of MELT.

Distagger: It’s used for disfluency annotation
in speech content. The next picture shows
the example of Distagger result file. The
example of output is present on the picture
below.

Figure 2: Fragment of the output file of Distagger.

Corpora
We have access to two corpora consisting 18
transcriptions of pathologic speech, from both
male & female;patients & control group, .
They are organized differently in the file layout
and folder structure.
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Tool implementation procedures

Disfluency and POS tagging results
For the disfluency analysis several types of data aggregation and latex/pdf table generation were im-
plemented as well as the figures for every type of disfluencies(disfluency of ’euh’,short pause,repetition,
fragmentation;self-correction) or their sum.

Figure 3: The figure (left) shows the relation of REP disfluency number per utterance in the speech
transcript; The table(right) summarizing disfluency data separately for Male and Female speakers.

The POS analysis focuses on the analysis of POS taggers and lemmas of each word in each corpus.
With the utilization of MELT, we will annotate the POS and lemma of each word, then update
the information into the xml file. In this part, we will present the numbers calculated for POS and
lemma.

Figure 4: Proportion of each POS for two groups, schizophrenic patients (up) and control group (bottom)


